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How’s Your Game? 

Yes it is November.  All of a sudden our thoughts and actions seem to revolve around rushing to achieve those year-end 

goals and also to begin planning for next year.   For those of you who have kids in high school, the end of October and 

early November represent, district, regional and state play-off games.  My daughter and her soccer team had hopes of 

reaching the State Finals game again- she played in state finals her Freshman year.  Unfortunately, although after winning 

districts and moving on to Regionals, her team lost before reaching that state final game.  One headline the following 

morning summed it all up:  “When it comes down to lucky versus good…” you can imagine the rest.  Yes, we were good 

and yes the other team was lucky.  Sometimes no matter how much we might want something, it might seem to be just 

out of our reach.  Yet, it is truly these disappointing times that can serve as “moments of truth.”  They can set the stage for 

what will come next for us. 

 

Sometimes the best team does not win.  Sometime, we face disappointments at work that may leave us feeling hopeless.  

Whether these disappointments result from financial challenges, organization restructuring, competition in the workplace, 

or someone else getting that “lucky” break, we are left at a crossroad.   A friend passed on an interesting article written by 

Roy S. Johnson from Men’s Fitness magazine.  I want to pass on to you what I learned from reading this article.  Perhaps 

it can help you when, for whatever reason, you feel you “lost your game”. 

 

Roy Johnson suggests we should “Forget about it”.  I have to say reading his header made me wonder.  I have always 

coached others that we should take the time to assess our situations, learn from them, plan anew and move on.  What 
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was Roy Johnson going to say next?  What he suggests is that if we are burdened and obsessed by our failings, we will 

never achieve the greatness that is still out there.  He shares that when he has interviewed great athletes, they all have 

one thing in common, they can recall the details of their various games.  Pitchers remember every pitch, the count, and 

situation. Golfers, recall the club the strategy and the results of every hole.  If you ask them to recount their favorite plays 

or games, they can provide you with every tiny detail as they relive that moment.  Well, of course, I would expect that.  I 

know for myself, if asked what have been some of my greatest accomplishments I can describe them immediately and 

also in great detail.  I am sure you can as well. 

 

What Mr. Johnson discusses next, however, it the key learning within his article. The greatest athletes do not relive their 

mistakes and their failures.  They learn and then put them behind.  If we carry our mistakes, failures, or losses around, like 

a burden, it is much more difficult to achieve our dreams.   According to Mr. Johnson, World-class athletes forget a 

mistake about as soon as it happens. Not immediately. They're still human. They lament their error, dissect it, process 

what they learned from it, then wad it up, and discard it like a useless scrap of paper. All in seconds; minutes, at most.”   

 

I think this is really a key learning for the winner that exists in all of us.  We need to address our mistake, our failure, our 

loss and then move on to that next opportunity.  We may have to work a little harder, a little smarter.  We may have to 

practice more, learn new skills or techniques, or even adapt our style.  We may even have to change our direction a little 

bit.  However, if we look forward instead of backward, new opportunities can be achieved and in ways we can still achieve 

greatness.  It is all about our mindset and how we focus our thoughts. 

 

Like many of you I have read a lot about Steve Jobs recently.  What a great leader and innovator we lost with his passing.  

Yet what a great teacher from whom we can still learn.  He often would tell the story of how it took being fired from Apple 

in a very public and humbling manner that actually catapulted him to his greatest successes.   

 



 

 

So whether we are a high school senior facing that devastating loss in the Regional soccer game, or a business leader 

addressing challenging setbacks, we need to take the action that takes us “positively” into the future.  Yes, take the time 

to assess and learn from our failures, but more importantly, leave them behind.  Realize that there are so many more 

wonderful opportunities ahead and if we are willing to put forth the time, the effort and the commitment, we can achieve 

greatness in our next “game”.   

 
 
 
 


